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meaning 

The word ‘sonnet’ has been derived from the Italian word ”sonneto” meaning a little sound or strain sonnet is 

a poem expressing one main idea or emotion consisting of fourteen decasyllabic lines. it is chiefly associated 

with the famous Italian poet Petrarch, but it has been earlier used by Dante  the sonnet is chiefly found in two 

forms 

(1)Italian or petrarchan, 

(2)English or Shakespearean, 

 

(1)THE ITALIAN SONNET 

It is the Italian sonnet(petrarchan) which is the legitimate form for it alone recognize the peculiar 

unbalance if parts which is its salient characteristic, the English sonnet does something rather different with 

the form which is not quite as interesting or as subtle, the Italian sonnet is composed of two parts the octave. 

a stanza of eight lines and the sestet a stanza of six lines, the octave has two rhymes arranged according to the 

following scheme: a b b a,a b b a, the sestet has sometimes three, different form the rhymes of the octave cde, 

cde ,cdc ,dcd, cde ,dce, the octave may be divided in to  two quatrains. the sestet in two tersest .at the end of 

the octave, there is a conspicuous pause o f followed by a Volta or tur in the thought, but it may be noted that 

in Italian sonnets this break of thoughts is not found as a rule, 

 

(2)THE ENGLISH SONNET OR  SHAKESPEAREAN SONNET 

Shakespearean sonnet does not very much from the Spenserian sonnet, one difference between the 

Spenserian sonnet and the Shakespearean sonnet is that whereas in the former the quatrains are linked ,in the 

latter they are not ,the other difference relates to the rhyme scheme the Shakespearean rhyme scheme 

being:abab,cdcd,efef,gg, 

Thought both Shakespearean and Spenser did not follow the petrarchan   division of the sonnet into the 

petrarchan division if the sonnet in to the octave an the sestet, yet there is an invisible division of the 

Shakespearean and the spain sonnets into octaves and sestets, because the arguments in a great number if 

sonnets of both Shakespearean and Spenser have silent pauses at the eight lines. 

The first quatrain may be called the argument ahich is an explanation of what is going to happen in the 

following verses, the second quatrain may be called the theme or the central idea which may be expressed  
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directly or indirectly, the third or the last quatrain may be called dialectic or the logic or the reason thatsupports 

the whole arguments or the central argument .the theme or raise the issue, and corresponding doubt ,query ete, 

and the last six lines ,the sestet” answer the query, resolve the problem, and drive home the point by an abstract 

comment”. 

Since its inception  ,poets have freely and continuously experimented on the pattern of the sonnet giving rise 

to ramifications in the pattern have evolved  

Some if these new patterns are the following. 

1 )caudate sonnet 

2) continuous or iterating sonnet 

3) crown of sonnets 

4) terza   rima sonnet 

5) tetrameter sonnet 

6) chained or linked sonnet 
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